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Results of Empirical Experiments

The table summarizes the results of experiments with varying: size of password ﬁles, AnBP coverage
and Confusion parameters (Cp). The shaded results indicate that for a smaller password ﬁle, a
reasonable size AnBPs and good detecBon rates are found in around 99% coverage and for small
confusion parameters. But, very large password ﬁles lead to poor result. for this parameter seJng, in
which case, clustering of password data and/or changing in dimensionality can alleviate.

Finding the opBmal range (Cp)

Figure shows the changes of detecBon rate and the number of AnBPs with variaBons in confusion parameter. (Cp) In parBcular,
ﬁgure 4 (a) exhibits detecBon rate with varying sizes of password ﬁles while seJng the AnBP coverage to 0.99. It is to be noted that
in the interval 0.02‐0.06 of confusion parameter (Cp) while the detecBon rate does not change signiﬁcantly (ﬁgure 4(a)), the
number of AnBP’s decrease rapidly (ﬁgure 4(b)). For example, with #P = 3000 and confusion parameter =0.05, detecBon rate is 0.9
can be achieved with 4625 AnBPs, compared to 0.94 detecBon rate with 7446 AnBPs as in the case of Cp of 0.01 .

Changes in AnBPs with the size of
Password ﬁle

VariaBon in number of AnBP’s with diﬀerent seJngs of AnBP coverage and password ﬁle sizes with confusion parameter set
to 0.05. AnBP set size varies almost exponenBally with change in coverage whereas it does not increase beyond some limit
for varying password set size.

Eﬀects of elimina/ng smaller An/Ps

VariaBon of sizes of a pool of AnBP’s produced for password ﬁle size of 1000, 2000 and 3000. (b) Each pair of same colored lines
represents variaBon of AnBPs and detecBon rates for a speciﬁc password ﬁle size. It is clear from the ﬁgure that if smaller sized
AnBPs are eliminated, then the DetecBon rate decreases, but # AnBPs decreases faster than DetecBon rates. For example, if in
case of 1000 valid passwords, if the AnBP sizes of 0.04 or smaller are eliminated, then #AnBP counts reduce to 83% of the
original number, whereas, detecBon rate falls only to 95%.

